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Each Part of the Process Involves Critical Success
Factors
The Selling Process
Client
Attitude
Rejection

What We Must Do

How to Do It

What We Must Sell

Step

h's worth their time to
listen

If one of you doesn't get
excited there will be no sale

We are nice people

They won't buy from you If
they don't like you

They do have a serious
problem

There Is no hope for a satisfied
prospect

We are problem solvers

They must see us as need
satlsflers

Determine specific Interest or
problem
Emotional buying motive

They have a very special
problem

What does the prospect nud.
and why do they WI.01It

Be excited about
helping them

Fan the spark of existing desire

There Is a way to satisfy
their needs and wants

We really are a wants
motivator

Develop benefits

• Factlfeatures
• Advantage
• Benefit

Project
Price
Peers

If one of you doesn't get
excited there will be no sale

Remove any
anticipated trouble!
objections

Cushion It
• Ask what reason
• Hypothetically resolve reason

Delay

Remind the results

Create a visual Image

Fear

Get decision In our
favor

Weigh the pros and cons

Get the go

Assumed closes
Coaxed closes
Pressured closes

Indifference

Skepticism

moamlz3ill5dayl

Attention

Logic of the Step

Get them excited
about solving a big
problem

Prompt their curiosity

Establish rapport

Justified compliment

Disturb prospect with
something better

Ask a question suggesting a
need

Promise to solve their
problem

Share similar successes

Gather Information

Interest

• Evidence
• Visual Image
• Trial close
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Conviction

Priority

Client
Attitude
Acceptance

Anxiety

Relief

Reassurance

Little doubts create questions
big doubt creates Objections

Desire

That they want the
results/benefits

Let them see themselves
enjoying resultslbeneflts

Action

Close

logical decision based
on need

Emotional wants must be
rationalized Into logical needs

Confidence

A sense of urgency

It could be a long way from
being sold to buying now

Gemini Conaullng.

Proprlolary

and Confidential
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